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Traffic
woes
Region’s traffic a
growing concern
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Construction is rampant in Waterloo during the summer.
Roadwork is being done on University Avenue, several new apartment buildings are shooting up near
the universities and uptown Waterloo is also seeing the development
of condominiums. Alongside this
has been population growth, which
the city estimates has been increasing at 1.73 per cent each year for the
past 15 years.
Jeff Purchase has been living in
Waterloo for 27 years. Since moving
to the city, he said he’s noticed definite changes in traffic trends.
“It’s kind of getting the way Toronto was when I left at that time,”
he said.
“Toronto wasn’t nearly as busy
then, either. But everything kind of
multiplied here. A lot of the same
driving habits came here: everybody’s in a hurry and nobody cares.”
Purchase said he finds uptown
Waterloo to be particularly busy,
as the road is too narrow for the
amount of cars and buses that have
Local, page 5
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A growing population and increasing construction in the area are two of many reasons for growing traffic congestion in Waterloo Region.

Laurier sees decrease in admissions
Number of incoming first-year students drops 14 per cent from 2013, with larger losses in arts programs
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Admissions for incoming first-year
students at Wilfrid Laurier University have dropped 14 per cent since
last year, according to the admissions office and the Ontario University Applications Centre.
This drop in admissions brings
the university 7 per cent below their

target from last year.
Holly Cox, Laurier’s director of
recruitment and admissions, explained there are strong demands
for some programs and weakening demands for others. Laurier
arts programs, for example, have
more declined applications than
confirmations.
“We are looking at this and it’s
not something that we are trying to

push under the carpet. It’s something we really have to look at as an
institution,” she said.
According to Cox, since June 22,
Laurier has accepted over 200 students for the upcoming year.
She explained that offers go out
as early as mid-December and run
through until August, but there has
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“We are looking at this and it’s not something that
we are trying to push under the carpet.”

—Holly Cox, Laurier’s director of recruitment and admissions
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Would you move back
home after graduation?

“I would if I had no job.”
–Ben Suissa, fourth-year
business and financial
math

Editor’s note

kate turner

“Absolutely not.”
–Cody Greer, fifth-year
business

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Dear Cord readers, it’s time to say
goodbye to our current design.
Sad? Yeah, me neither. Not that
our design is ugly or anything, but I
think we can all agree it’s time for a
change.
This issue you’re reading is the
very last one to be printed with the
current design, which was implemented in 2011. While that certainly
was not very long ago, times are
changing and we need to get more
modern.
If you take a look at any student
newspaper in Canada (which I encourage you to do — support student media!) there are a few things
you may notice right away. First off,
most of them look identical.
A huge trend in student newspapers right now is using “poster
covers” (one massive image taking
up the whole cover) for every issue. While I do like the occasional
cover this way, I still cling to the idea
that newspapers should have actual
news on the cover. Crazy, right?
I digress, our new design is going to increase functionality — especially on the website — while still
showcasing our dedication to news.
It’s no secret that our website is
pretty unattractive and difficult to
navigate at times. I find myself getting frustrated with it all the time,
so I can only imagine how our readers feel.
Our website redesign will make
it way more functional, visually appealing and it will finally be
mobile-friendly.
My main message here is this: everything we’re doing is for the purpose of serving the Laurier community and keeping you informed.
By having a more attractive, functional paper and website, we hope
you will be encouraged and inspired
to keep yourself informed about
what’s happening around you.

will huang photo editor

On July 5 the King StrEATery Food Festival closed King Street in Kitchener to make way for food trucks.

“No, I want to do more
school and my job after
will be crazy hours.”
–Susan Fridlyand, thirdyear business

“If I had to, it wouldn’t
be a big deal. The meals
are good.”
–Brian Reitzel, third-year
business

“Yes, for at least a year I
would.”
–Prajesh Marwaha,
fourth-year business

Compiled by Shelby Blackley
Photos by Heather Davidson
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Preamble to The Cord
constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly. The
Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When an error of omission or of commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged promptly.
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or an
organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to reply
at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts of interest and the appearance of
conflicts of interest will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it,
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community of KitchenerWaterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns of the students of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by
neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and
freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfilled when debate and
dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper,
and through The Cord’s contact with the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither
repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student press is to
act as an agent of social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs
of our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“Not for another ... never.”
–Graphics Editor Joshua Awolade re: getting his next period when he was
the only man left in the office during a discussion about lady things.
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Last year’s annual St. Patrick’s Day party on Ezra Avenue hosted about 4,000 students, down from 7,000 in 2013. The Seagram Drive tent party hosted another 3,000.
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

The Waterloo Regional Police Service received an award from the Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police
for their role in keeping the Waterloo community safe during St. Patrick’s Day this past year. The award
was given at a meeting of the OACP
at the end of June in Ottawa.
The provincial award for community safety and crime prevention was given to the WRPS for their
St. Patrick’s Day 2014 community
safety plan.
The plan successfully lowered the
number of students on Waterloo’s
Ezra Avenue and reduced incidents
of arrest and ticketing in the Wilfrid
Laurier University area.

Partnering with WRPS were the
City of Waterloo, Laurier and the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students’
Union, who were also recognized
as key partners involved in the St.
Patrick’s Day community safety
initiative.
The Students’ Union was quite
involved with the community initiative when it came to ensuring
students were able to have a good
time in a safe manner. The Union’s
current president, Sam Lambert,
attributes much of the St. Patrick’s
Day success to his predecessor, Annie Constantinescu, and her team
for their collaboration with law
enforcement.
“It was probably September
or October that Annie and her
team started meeting with our

community partners,” said Lambert.
“I think the main difference that
had been done from years past was
the time at which discussions had
started. To be honest, in the past I
don’t think there had been any discussions at all between the parties,
and the day just happened.”
Much of the success was a result
of cutting the amount of students
on Ezra Street nearly in half. One of
the main reasons for this sharp decline in students was the inaugural
tent party that occurred on Seagram
Drive, which hosted around 3,000
students.
“The tent party was a very successful event — it completely sold
out,” said Lambert.
“We had students in a contained
environment where it was licensed

and legal and wonderful. If we can
do something on a similar or larger
scale this year for students, that’s
definitely something we’re looking
into.”
With the fall semester fast approaching, the Students’ Union is
learning from the successes of the
past year, and has already started
planning for St. Patrick’s Day 2015.
“We’ve already started communicating with the Waterloo Regional
Police,” said Lambert.
“Within the next couple months
we’re going to be starting St. Patrick’s Day conversations. Our priority is student safety and not issuing
tickets. We want to divert people
off of Ezra [Avenue] by giving them
more options and while ensuring
people can still have a good time.”

“We had students in a
contained environment
where it was licensed
and legal and
wonderful.”
—Sam Lambert, Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union president

WLU Inside-Out
program renewed
DAINA GOLDFINGER
LEAD REPORTER

This month Wilfrid Laurier University celebrated the renewal of its Inside-Out program.
The program combines students
who are enrolled at a university
or college and students who are
incarcerated, to create an alternate and more interactive learning
environment.
It serves to educate and benefit
students through credit and provide
a valuable learning experience.
“This was the most rewarding
experience that I have had, simply
because the learning went beyond
the books; the learning went into
my life,” said Umair Ashraf, a recent
Laurier global studies graduate who
participated in the Inside-Out program this past year.
“It was more focused on developing as a human being, developing as
a member of society.”
A number of students apply to
the Inside-Out program each year,
however only a few are accepted.
Due to the high demand, the instructors are required to do interviews and select just 12 students
from Laurier, and partner them with
12 incarcerated students to participate in the program.
The program originated in Pennsylvania, and has since moved
across Canada, beginning with a pilot course at Laurier in Fall 2011.
According to Inside-Out coordinator Simone Davis, it all started

“This was the most
reward experience that
I have had, simply because the learning went
beyond the books...”
—Umair Ashraf, recent Laurier global
studies graduate

when Lori Pompa, a social worker
who was also teaching criminal
studies in the justice department,
brought a group of criminology students to have a panel discussion
with men who were serving light
sentences.
One individual suggested she further the dialogue, and this was when
the program was born in the U.S.
“In Canada I came up here with
the idea in mind in 2009, and I was
soon reaching out to all sorts of
people,” Davis explained.
Davis partnered up with Shoshana Pollock, a member of the social
work faculty at Laurier, in order
to get training on the Inside-Out
program.
Shortly after the program took
off in Canada, and started to receive

JOSHUA AWOLADE GRAPHICS EDITOR

funding from the Lyle S. Hallman
Foundation.
The foundation is the core financial supporter of the program, and
has invested just over $560,000 in
the initiative.
The funding from the foundation
has also allowed Laurier to become
Inside-Out’s home-base, which began in July 2012.
“We were really impressed with
the way that it brings groups of

people together who normally
would never get to know each other,“ said Laura Manning, executive director of the Lyle S. Hallman
Foundation.
“It takes Laurier students into an
environment that they would typically never see, and it allows the
incarcerated women to experience
what is essentially a regular university class, which is something they
may not have ever had access to.”

According to Davis, there has
been a decline of access to post-secondary education for incarcerated
people since the mid-1990s, and it is
therefore important that they are allowed this opportunity to engage in
dialogue with regular post-secondary students.
“We are really impressed with
what Laurier has managed to do
there, and really proud to help
broaden them out,” Manning said.
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$897,000 deficit for Students’ Union
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

The Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union budget was passed
unanimously in May by the board of
directors, reflecting a projected deficit of $897,000 for the 2014-15 year.
Along with the deficit, the Students’ Union will be paying around
$531,892 back for their loans and interest on their debt.
This is a $2,000 increase in the
deficiency from the year previous.
Samantha Deeming, vice-president of finance and administration
at the Students’ Union, explained
the focus was to be honest with this
year’s budget.
“Looking back, we maybe inflated
revenues or inflated costs more than
we should have or projected higher
than we were expecting,” she said.
“Especially knowing that we were
looking at a decrease in students.”
Deeming and Sam Lambert,
president and CEO of the Students’
Union, took a new approach to the
budget.
In order to become more transparent, Lambert explained that the
lines were moved around in order to
make the budget more readable and
reflect student services.
“Transparency was the biggest
thing,” Lambert explained.
“When you come in, for many
years, people say ‘this is how it was
done last year.’ Coming in, we didn’t
worry about what was done last year

and started from scratch.”
Deeming explained the Union’s
debt was a large influence on making the budget.
She said the executives took into
consideration what the students
would need, then used the extra
room in expenses to pay off the
debt.
“We did look at the payments we
will be making to the university for
the loans that we have taken and
tried to base it off last year’s and the
cost of inflation, but also be able to
add a little bit more to those payments so we are able to get out of
debt sooner.”
Major changes in the budget include taking out the staff salaries —
including Lambert’s — from the student budget to only reflect the services for students, and a reflection of
fewer students coming to Laurier.
Many of the projected numbers
this year are less than the year previous because revenue will not be
the same.
“I think the main reason is because we don’t expect demand to be
as high with not as many students,”
Lambert said.
“You don’t foresee that you’ll have
to spend as much.”
The Union will also be putting
$17,215 toward a capital purchase
this year, which will be renovations
to the Turret.
Last year, the Union did not put
money toward capital purchases to
try to remove some of the debt, but

Deeming believes this is a necessary
step for the Turret.
“This year we’re looking at bringing in an additional revenue stream
through the Turret,” she said.
“Whether that be to outside people … for those who need a hall essentially. So we wanted to put money into it to make sure it would be
rentable.”
The money will go towards putting in new benches and cleaning up
the area so it can be rented out for
events such as stag and does, receptions and formals.
“Housekeeping stuff that needed to happen. It was falling apart,”
Lambert said.
There was also a $249,551 decrease in services and programming
for the upcoming year.
Because of the decrease in students, Deeming said the Union will
be “very diligent” in the money it
gives to its clubs and associations.
She used orientation week as an
example, explaining that the organization is being strict with purchases
that clubs make and working to find
sponsorship dollars for events.
Deeming said there is “no wiggle
room” with the money allotted for
o-week.
“It wasn’t a huge surprise,” Lambert said.
“We knew there was a decrease in
enrollment and it hasn’t affected us
too much. But we are aware ... we’ve
spent a lot of time on this budget.
We’re very confident.”

JOSHUA AWOLADE GRAPHICS EDITOR

Registration
‘fairly smooth’
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

LENA YANG CREATIVE DIRECTOR

14 per cent drop expected
—cover

not been a change in when the
letters go out.
“In the 15 years that I’ve been
working in recruitment and admissions, we have made offers through
the summer, depending on where
there was capacity,” she wrote in an
e-mail. “The bulk of our offers are
made by early May … but offers after that are not late.”
According to Cox, universities all
over Ontario are experiencing a drop
in arts programs. At Laurier’s Brantford campus, social science program
admissions have risen, while liberal
arts programs have declined.
Since Laurier has a high proportion of their student body in arts
programs, there will be a decline in
the numbers and will have a stronger impact than other universities.
The Wilfrid Laurier University
Students’ Union budget, which is
based off the amount of student
fees they receive every year, reflects
more students than Laurier will be
taking in.
As a result, the Union will also be

dealing with the affects of there being fewer students on campus.
“It’s going to be a hard year especially considering the decrease
in enrollment, but we’re prepared
for it,” Sam Lambert, president and
CEO of the Students’ Union, said.
Brantford’s concurrent education
program has also decreased, as the
Ministry of Education has requested
a decline in admissions, according
to Cox.
As far as other faculties go, Cox
said, “Science, overall, is flat. They
haven’t increased or decreased
much, they’ve seen some programs
with huge increases and other programs with decreases, so they’re all
over the place.”
To help fix this problem, Cox explained that Laurier has hired a consultant to create a strategic plan. So
far, they are looking at core opportunity areas to work on as an institution. Admissions is also looking at
curriculum development, composition and compliments given to faculties to see how they can improve,
especially in arts programs.
“Something that every university

“They haven’t increased
or decreased much ...
so they’re all over the
place.”

—Holly Cox, director of recruitment
and admissions
right now is grappling with is, how
do you convey to a 17-year-old the
value of liberal arts, and it’s undeniable, but it’s hard for a student to
understand that value,” said Cox.
She also believes students think
they’ll get more success from a very
specific program than one such as
liberal arts.
”We’re committed to the program
that we have and that we very so
much value liberal arts,” she said.
–With files from Shelby Blackley

Wilfrid Laurier University’s new
time ticket method for course registration had its first run-through this
year, and created multiple reactions.
According to Ken Boyd, director
of information and communication
technologies services at Laurier,
registration overall this year was a
fairly smooth process.
“A lot of time stamps were great.
The ones that had trouble were sciences and anything after,” he said.
Out of around 17,000 students
at Laurier who can enroll during
the registration period, 11,100 — or
65 per cent — of students enrolled
within their time ticket. Boyd said
this is up 50 per cent from 2013’s
course registration period.
Boyd explained that there was an
issue with the sciences in the system. When science students tried to
register for courses, LORIS would
shut down, requiring manual attention from ICT services.
“In science, there’s a course and
a lab. If you enter the lab first and
then the course, and someone else
does the course and then the lab,
you’re both locked out against each
other and then we have to go in and
manually fix it ourselves,” he said.
Under the new time ticket method, the science cohorts who had between .25 credits and 9.99 credits
had the most issues, slowing down
all cohorts that followed. The best
cohorts were upper-year students,
particularly arts and business.
Boyd believes the time ticket registration system benefited students.
“I think it really helps the students, because even though they’re
in second-year, there are a bunch of
reasons — all legitimate — why they
haven’t attained what you would
typically consider credits for second-year,” he said.

However, not everyone’s LORIS
experience was enjoyable. Patrick
Paolini, a fourth-year kinesiology
and physical education student, experienced issues and said it was the
hardest year he’s had trying to register for courses.
Paolini was away working with no
internet contact and only one phone
call per week, and asked his dad to
register for him. He explained everything, right down to course registration numbers and how to easily
come out of the system. However,
Paolini’s dad told him two classes
were taken out of the system for kinesiology just before registration.
“There’s no room in these classes.
People are trying to get in, but LORIS takes three hours to get in, and
they get in, but others got in before
them,” he said.
Paolini expressed frustration with
the university and LORIS, explaining he’s worried about if he will have
enough courses to graduate.
“I got screwed over because I
was working to get money to go to
school,” he said.
According to Boyd, ICT services at
Laurier are “legitimately trying their
best” to improve LORIS and course
registration. The department is
hoping to implement a new system
called visual schedule builder, which
will take all of the courses students
want to take and create course scenarios for them.
From there, students can choose
what limits they desire — such as no
class on Fridays or no classes after
4 p.m. — and it will build “literally
thousands of schedules,” according
to Boyd. The system is expected to
be ready by August.
“We are coded for continuous improvement. In some regards, this
year was better than last year and
last year was miles better than the
year before,” Boyd said. “Next year
will be better again.”
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Velocity expands
startup space
The Foundry to host hardware startups
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

LENA YANG CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Traffic raises concerns
—cover

to share the way.
“In the uptown area the amount
of delay we see is more related to
it just being a generally busy area,”
Garrett Donaher, transportation
planning engineer with the Region
of Waterloo, explained. “There’s lots
of activity, there’s lots of intersections close to each other, and so we
see a little bit more delay because
of that type of circumstance rather than the sheer volume of traffic
through there.”
Many aspects come into play in
terms of traffic in a given area. New
buildings going up, for example, can
also have impacts on transportation.
When a new building is slated
for construction, a transportation
impact study is conducted. Garrett explained the study “looks at
how much vehicle traffic is going to be produced out of the new
building once it’s built and everything is occupied.” They also look at
whether the building is in an area
where transit, walking or cycling are
options.
To help with traffic that might result from the construction of buildings the University Ave. or uptown
Waterloo areas, Donaher said there
are different hierarchies of plans
that might apply.
Individual buildings, for example,

that might create localized issues
will have small changes made in the
area to help with traffic.
For the long term, they create a
transportation master plan, which is
updated every five years. This plan
looks at the region as a whole.
“What needs to be planned to
increase people’s ability to move
around? Do we need to move transit
routes around? Do we need to build
a [Light rail transit] system? Do we
need to widen a road? Do we need
to build a new road? Do we need to
build a bridge across a river?” Donaher said.
Currently, a streetscaping project is underway in uptown, and in
the University Ave. area, there is a
Northdale improvement plan taking place.
“I think it’s something you’ve just
got to accept,” Purchase said, referring to the increase in traffic.
With the population growing, he
doesn’t believe there’s much that
can be done.
Part of the problem is Waterloo
has little available land left to build
on. Instead, infill development is
occurring, visible in the University
Ave. area as apartment buildings
go up.
“That type of infill development
is in the long term where a lot of the
development will be happening for
the city of Waterloo,” said Donaher.

“That type of development poses
unique challenges and also interesting opportunities.”
The locations that attract infill
development, he continued, are often the same locations that have
easy access to walking, cycling or
transit.
“So things will get busier, but at
the same time they won’t necessarily rely on the car as their mode of
transportation as much. It’s kind of
a mixed bag to look at.”
The problem, Donaher said, is the
belief that the way to fix transportation issues is to build new and wider
roads. This type of infrastructure
isn’t sustainable in the long term.
“Yes, for now we’re kind of stuck
with cars as the most convenient
way to get around, but they’re not
going to be the most convenient for
very long as things get busy,” he said.
“We need to make sure we accommodate cars in strategic locations,
make sure they can get to places
they need to go. But at the same
time we need to start building in
those options to our system.”
This is where the idea for LRT
came from. It also means making
improvements to bike lanes, trails
and transit.
“Yes, things have changed,” Donaher admitted. “But we have to try to
work from what we have today and
where we expect to be in the future.”

The University of Waterloo’s Velocity program will soon be expanding to include yet another incubator
for Kitchener-Waterloo technology
startups.
Velocity, a program designed by
UW to help bright, entrepreneurial
students start their own technology company, will soon be expanding on Water Street in downtown
Kitchener. The new space, dubbed
The Foundry, will be able to hold as
many as 30 startups when it opens
later this summer. However, where
The Foundry differs from the Tannery’s Velocity Garage is it focuses
purely on hardware technology.
“There’s a lot of discussion
around the renaissance of hardware
right now. People now have an opportunity to build next-generation
functionality products with very little costs,” said Mike Kirkup, director
of Velocity.
“In the past it was very expensive to build a prototype and meet
with customers, and then you would
spend up to millions of dollars to
produce product. Now with Kickstarter and Indiegogo, you have the
opportunity to presell product and
then test.”
The Foundry, reserved for hardware companies, will have a different set up than the Velocity Garage.
While the software-centric Garage
focuses on providing a quiet workspace that encourages focus and
collaboration between startups,
The Foundry will provide both quiet
desk space and workbench areas.
“Software companies are primarily focused on collaborative elements, and in the end of the day they
need quiet concentration space,”
said Kirkup. “Hardware companies make noise, so we need a space
where the workbench area and
processes areas are separated and
organized.”
The Foundry will also offer

“There’s a lot of
discussion around the
renaissance of hardware
right now.”

—Mike Kirkup, director of Velocity

startups much more space to work,
as Velocity has hired in-house legal
council, sales and marketing assistants, as well as on-staff engineers
to encourage the hardware companies to create the best product
possible.
“We try to help them as much
as they can through the lifecycle of
their business so that by the time
they leave the program they can
stand on their own two feet,” said
Kirkup.
Currently, Velocity’s hardware
companies have been working
alongside their software-minded
peers in the Garage. Those hardware
companies that are already a part
of Velocity will be moving to the
new space at The Foundry later this
summer.
Hardware startups eager to join
the Velocity program and become a
part of the Foundry are able to apply
at any time.
Like the Garage, if there is not
enough space for a startup to join
The Foundry, they must wait until
another company has graduated and
vacated the building.
“We expect startups to have a
complete team, some sort of prototype or proof of concepts, and
sort of market for their product before they can enter the space,” said
Kirkup.

Waterloo’s first board game café coming soon
ASHLEY DENUZZO
CORD ALUM

Jeanette Menezes and Sean Wilson
are excited to get “board.”
The young couple has launched
Games on Tap, Waterloo’s first
board game café.
Games on Tap, located at 321 Weber Street North, hopes to be the
latest hangout spot for university
students and young professionals
in the coming months. The name
describes exactly what customers
can expect from the new business: a
place to wine, dine and play an assortment of board games.
And there are a lot to choose
from.
“Five hundred fifty, that’s what
we’re starting with,” said Wilson
when asked how many games are
expected to hit the shelves at the
café. “Our budget is continually going to add to our stock.”
Board game cafés have become an
extremely popular concept among
the younger crowd. Toronto currently has a variety board game cafés in
the downtown core, notably Snakes
and Lattes located on Bloor Street
West and Castle Board Game Café
on Spadina Avenue.
“That’s actually where we first
experienced it,” Menezes said. “We

had been planning to do it for a
long time and we wanted to go to a
new market ... we thought Waterloo
would be a great place for it.”
Menezes, a Wilfrid Laurier
University graduate, had previously worked in an office environment when she decided to make
the switch to becoming a business
owner last year. Her husband is
a self-described “computer guy,”
who most recently worked in web
development.
Both are first-time business owners and decided that their first project would be tailored towards their
passion for board games.
“It’s all going towards a bigger vision,” Menezes said.
The couple plans on having a soft
opening at the end of July and a formal grand opening in the fall, once
the majority of the students come
back.
“We’ll do a big splash,” Menezes
said. “Contests, promotions - things
to get people in the door.”
Wilson also added that Games
on Tap will run special events on
“slower nights” during the week.
He emphasized the intent to host
leagues, tournaments and even trivia nights.
However, what the couple is most
excited for is setting up shop in the

HEATHER DAVIDSON PHOTO EDITOR

Games on Tap, located at 321 Weber Street North, will be the first board game café in Waterloo.

Waterloo community — something
they both described as a huge factor
in their plan.
“With the two universities and
young professional crowd we
thought it would be great to have it
out here,” Menezes said.
“We’ve been looking for a location in Waterloo for about a year …

we think it’s got a huge board game
community.”
Currently Menezes and Wilson
are working with a team of select
staff to help give get Games on Tap
more exposure. Located away from
the uptown core and night social
scene, the young couple identifies their location as their biggest

challenge.
The real excitement lies within
the reality that Menezes and Wilson
are able to say they brought the first
board game café to Waterloo.
“It’s been on our agenda for a few
years,” Menezes said.
“We’re really happy it’s becoming
a fruition.”
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Hindered

Features Editor Alanna Fairey investigates what happens when a student su
When Benjamin Branscombe went to the University of British Columbia with his best friend Colin
Rakusin in September 2009, he thought they would
be roommates throughout their university career.
He never imagined he would be burying his roommate a short three months later.
“It’s still kind of hard to talk about,” Branscombe
said. “We were supposed to be roommates all four
years and then all of a sudden he was gone. It was
really difficult coming to terms with that.”
Best friends since their early days in high school,
Branscombe and Rakusin were both enthused
about going away to university together and eventually living in an apartment once they completed
first year. Those plans changed in 2009 over the
Christmas break.
“Colin went home [for the Christmas break] a
few days before I did and I was finishing up my exams,” Branscombe recalled.
“I wrote them, drove home and the minute I
walked into my house and saw the look on my parents’ face, I knew that something was wrong.”
Unfortunately, Branscombe’s intuition would be
correct. Rakusin had been driving late at night after leaving a friends’ house, and lost control of his
car on a patch of black ice. He passed away just a
month after turning 18.
“Everything that happened after that is kind of
one big blur. I was so sure that I was going to be
sick,” Branscombe said.
“The last thing I expected was that my best friend
would die. I’m still not over it. I don’t think
you ever get over something like

that.”
Dealing with grief and loss at any point in life
can come with difficulties, however coping with
grief while in university can be a major hurdle in
the healing process.
The most common definition for grief is when
one suffers a great loss, often through the death of
a loved one. However, grief is not limited to just the
death of a loved one. Grief can also include parental divorce, the end of a long-term romantic relationship, difficulties with family dysfunction and
learning about one’s own medical or mental health
challenges.

“I was ashamed of how I felt”

Two months after his best friend’s death, Branscombe was afraid to admit to his friends and family
that he was still having difficulty adjusting to the
loss.
“I felt like I should have been going on with my
life by that point, like I shouldn’t have been mourning him anymore,” Branscombe said. “In reflection,
I should have realized that it was okay, but at the
time I felt completely alone because I was ashamed
of how I felt.”
Lindsay Rennie, a counsellor at Wilfrid Laurier
University counselling services, explained that the
process of grieving varies based on the person and
their emotional stability at the time.
“The common thing that people say to a counsellor is that people are telling them to just ‘get over it,’
but I think that the challenge there is that there is a
process that people go through when they’re grieving and the process is very individual and very different according to a person’s ability to cope and
manage and also their sense
of resiliency,”
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“I felt like I should have been going
on with my life by that point, like I
shouldn’t have been mourning him
anymore.”

—Benjamin Branscombe, University of British Columbia student

“We start to discuss with them how that loss had
impacted their emotional stability at the time and
ability to concentrate and if they are interested in
talking about their loss.”
In a number of cases, a student may be so overwhelmed by their grief that they are unable to
complete their assignments or study for their exams. Extensions and deferrals can be met with the
proper documentation and explanation, according
to Rennie.
Branscombe recalled being so distracted and
unable to compartmentalize his feelings from his
studies that he could not complete his assignments
or study for his midterms. He turned to counselling
for extensions.
“I knew that the chances of me finishing my essays were slim,” he said. “Since I couldn’t completely take a break from going to class, I needed more
time to sit with the work.”

Looking ahead
accommodations simply by knowing that feeling
sorrow is a process and knowing that it is not helpful to hurry it along. She said being supportive and
understanding of the person and what they’re going
through is significant.
“Sometimes it’s nice to do a good little return for
somebody because sometimes people are comforted when somebody just says ‘want to come out for
a movie’ or ‘can I come over and just talk?’ ” Rennie said.
However, it is most efficient for the grieving
student to seek professional help — such as from
counselling services — once they have come to
terms with their pain and loss, according to Rennie.
“Often the third party will come in and ask what
they can do,” she said. “But you may not be able
to fix it, so a person takes time to get to a place of
readiness when they want to be helped, but another
part of that role can be offering resources.

According to Ross, it is not uncommon for some
people to jumble the steps of grief — denial, anger,
bargaining, depression and ultimately acceptance
— and go back to certain stages.
“You don’t necessarily go through all of the stages in the same order and it doesn’t mean that you’re
not dealing with your grief if you revisit them,”
Ross explained. “You may revisit the same feeling,
but it’s at a different angle of orientation and more
perspective. It doesn’t mean you haven’t done the
work.”
Once he finally accepted Rakusin’s death, Branscombe agreed to meet with a school counsellor to
talk about his situation and make a plan for moving
forward. He was referred to a group therapy where
he openly talked about his grief and was treated for
depression. Today, Branscombe has accepted the
death of his friend and knows how to cope with his
emotions.
“Obviously there are days where I just need to be
alone and feel sad about Colin,” Branscombe said.
“But the trick is to not sit in that sadness and to always find a way out of that so I don’t fall into a deep
depression.”
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RedHouse serves up Euro-fusion
Scott Glaysher
STAFF WRITER

By this point in the summer, it is safe
to assume that you all have frequented a multitude of restaurants and patios already. Waterloo has no shortage when it comes to good restaurants with unique vibes and summer
focused menus. However, one place
that some of you probably have not
tried is easily a contender for Waterloo’s best summer eatery: RedHouse.
RedHouse is a European-focused
fusion restaurant that is a little off
the beaten path in uptown Waterloo.
Located at 30 William Street West,
RedHouse manages to avoid the busy
King Street hustle while keeping
an urban vibe. It feels like the most
downtown-esque cottage you’ve ever
been to.
Before we get to the food, the atmosphere must be noted. From wall
to wall, the restaurant is covered in
beautiful landscape paintings that
make it seem as if you just stepped
into a Group of Seven convention.
Everything from the rolling rock rapids to the rocky mountains is displayed in loving paintings as you devour your meal.

RedHouse’s menu is both diverse
and simple. For starters, you can dive
in to their highly recommended avocado and bacon mini pizza, which is
perfect for sharing. Or, try their delectable Cape Town Caesar salad,
which includes a hardboiled egg if
you can believe it.
The main courses are really what
sets RedHouse apart from anything
else in Waterloo. They have a plethora
of European and contemporary classics with a unique twist.
As you could have guessed with the
Caesar salad featuring hardboiled
eggs, RedHouse is all about mixing up the usuals with some creative
add-ons.
For example, their shake and bake
pork chops not only ooze with flavours but are complimented by the
most unique tasting chutney I have
ever tasted. Their grilled flat iron
steak comes topped with a ton of different sauces and dressings such as
horseradish aioli and tomato relish.
The most standout dish, however,
is their Moroccan vegetable tagine,
which reminded me of my mom’s famous vegetable stew.
To top it all off, RedHouse did not
fail to please the wino in me. One
glass of their perfectly poured Yealands Estate sauvignon blanc was the
seamless companion to my meal.

So next time you are looking for
a flawless wine and dine, I recommend trying a little something new
and venturing over to RedHouse.

Will Huang Photo Editor

Located at 30 William Street West, RedHouse takes on European-infused cuisine and gives it a twist.

Beyoncé, Jay-Z
go On the Run
Alanna Fairey
FEATURES EDITOR

Joshua Awolade Graphics Editor

‘A special kind of hell’

Moving back home is a hilarious struggle many graduates face

Cristina Almudevar
CORD ALUM

For the first time since I graduated
high school, I am living with my
parents again. While I am not alone
in this endeavour, it feels like a special kind of hell.
I avoided my small hometown
and stayed in Waterloo for at least
part of every summer. Moving back
home for potentially another year
strikes fear into my heart. Thankfully the feeling is mutual between my
parents and I.
My mother, on the topic of me
moving back home, told me, “It’s
not that I’m not pleased, it’s just that
you’ll be cramping my style.”
Don’t worry mom, you’re cramping my style as well.
My high school self was a total
brat and could not hold a conversation with my parents without it
turning into a screaming match.

Since then I’ve learned how to communicate with them like an adult; I
am trying to be more respectful of
their wants and expectations while
they are trying to be more respectful
of my need for independence.
My mother, bless her heart, is a
typical Italian mother: slightly paranoid, but means well.
I constantly receive a barrage of
interrogation-style questions about
my whereabouts, friends, what I’m
eating, what I’m wearing and how
the weather is, among various other topics. When I show annoyance
with all these questions, we begin to
argue.
It usually ends with me giving up
and going to play The Sims 3. That
family is doing great, by the way.
While it’s easy to just devolve into
the dynamic we had in high school,
it’s not healthy.
I have always been a headstrong
and independent person, and I
stopped asking for permission to do
things at 16. Now I have to learn to
not automatically rely on my parents for everything and instead continue solving my own problems.
Ultimately, it seems like the
biggest adjustment has been a

complete lack of transportation and
my sudden lack of a social life.
My small town does not have a
public transportation system, and
if I need to get anywhere, I have to
walk or drive — which normally
would not be an issue but I don’t
drive yet. It’s incredibly awkward
having to ask your parents to drive
you to your friend’s house at the age
of 22. On the bright side, there is absolutely nothing to do in my town,
so the embarrassment is thankfully
rare.
Worse than having no public transportation is no one being
in town. My friends are scattered
everywhere: some in Waterloo,
some back home and some all over
Ontario.
Seeing friends now involves a lot
of planning beforehand — no more
calls asking if your friend is bored
and wants to go to Wilf’s. Now we
all have to work around schedules,
prior engagements and the distance
between us.
Ultimately, moving back home
is a big (and hopefully temporary)
adjustment, but hey, I don’t have to
cook for myself anymore so it’s not
as bad as it could be.

Beyoncé and Jay-Z are simply
flawless.
The power couple came to Toronto on July 9 for their first tour
together, called “On the Run,” and
their show was nothing short of
spectacular. As audience members flocked into the arena, a jumbo
screen reading “this is not real life”
was causing intrigue.
The concert was focused on the
husband and wife, whose chemistry — both romantically and professionally — were on fire. Beyoncé,
who has the energy and fervor of
Tina Turner and Diana Ross, performed hits such as “Partition,”
“Single Ladies” and “Run the World.”
Beyoncé, recognized for her
nonstop energy and dance moves,
showed just how strong her vocals
really are when she sang her softer
songs such as “Resentment” and “If
I Were a Boy.” It was a nice change of
pace to see her vulnerable and show
audiences where her strengths truly
lie.
Her outfits require a review unto
themselves, with a black mesh ninja
mask, glittery red-fringed bodysuit
and ivory pantsuit taking the cake.
Her skin-baring outfits were a celebration of her womanly body and
killer curves.
Jay-Z for his part stayed true to
his Brooklyn roots during his set, as
he took the spotlight for showstoppers such as “99 Problems,” “Tom
Ford” and “Dirt off Your Shoulder.”
His best outfit of the evening was
without a doubt his monochromatic
Rodarte basketball jersey with the
word “Problems” emblazoned above

The concert was a mix
of fierce dance beats
and moments of shared
intimacy between not
just Beyoncé and Jay-Z,
but with their fans as
well.

the number 99.
In contrast to his wife, Jay-Z’s solos were much more low-key, but his
cool charisma still delivered a successful performance while managing to poke fun of celebrities such as
Justin Bieber by showing his 2013
mug shot with the spiteful lyric,
“even the best fall down.”
The most memorable moments
of the concert were when Beyoncé
and Jay-Z sang their duets together. Their set list included “Crazy in
Love,” “Holy Grail” and the famous
“Drunk in Love,” which set audiences into hysterics when Jay-Z nuzzled
his wife at the end of the song.
When the duo sang a cover of
“Forever Young,” the screen read
“this is real life,” showing exclusive clips from the tour, their secret
wedding and footage of their young
daughter.
The show ended with the couple
giving a bow before walking offstage
with their arms around one another.
The concert was a mix of fierce
dance beats and moments of shared
intimacy between not just Beyoncé
and Jay-Z, but with their fans as
well. Unfortunately, this also means
that other concerts just might not
meet the bar in terms of performance and theatricality.
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CLASSIFIEDS
DearLIFE
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life’s little frustrations in
a completely public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
Dear Plebians,
I don’t understand how you have so
much trouble on LORIS. If you did
your research beforehand and found
the CRNs for your courses it takes
less than five minutes to register. If
it took you an hour to register, it’s
your own damn fault.
Sincerely,
Stop complaining
Dear Life,
To the guy wondering who wears a
snapback to the ‘fucking gym’, I DO!
Do you like sweat dripping down
your face from your hair? No? Neither do I. P.S. you should probably
be focusing on your workout and not
what I’m wearing on my head.
Sincerely,
A snapbacker and proud
Dear Life,
Imprint has a comics and games
section. Where’s The Cord comics and games section at? This is
bullshit.
Sincerely,
Cravin’ me a crossword

Advertising Manager
Angela Endicott
angela.taylor@wlusp.com

Dear Life,
Hey, you ever think about Jay-Z and
Beyonce fucking? Cause I do, more
than myself, even.
Sincerely,
Black Cindy
Dear Life,
Business kids….
Sincerely,
The rest of the school
Dear Life,
Thank you food gods for inventing
Oreo donuts and iced capps.
Sincerely,
It’s worth the calories
Dear Life,
WHY MUST THE PEOPLE WHO
LIVE ABOVE ME ALWAYS FUCKING STOMP AROUND? IS IT SO
HARD TO WALK LIKE A NORMAL
FUCKING PERSON?
Sincerely,
Do you weigh 800 pounds?
Dear Life,
Everyone should be following
@coffeedad on twitter. Everyone.
Sincerely,
Just # made coffee
Dear Life,
BYE LORIS.
Sincerely,
Recent graduate
Dear Life,
What ever happened to predictability? The milkman, the paperboy,
evening TV?
Sincerely,
Missin’ the Tanners

Classifieds
Student Housing
LUXE STUDENT LIVING
1-5 bedroom September leases available for students. Located at 333
& 339 King, just minutes from WLU. Amenities include: private bathrooms, fob security access, highspeed wifi, fitness centre, study room,
movie theater, games room, and more! $599-690/room with utilities
included. Call: 519-279-6700 to set up a visit today!

SUDOKU
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Opinion Editor
Moyosore Arewa
marewa@thecord.ca

Fixing Laurier’s enrolment
problem
Enrolment at Wilfrid Laurier University is alarmingly
low, and there are several possible causal factors, including late admission letters, low nationwide university enrolment and unsurprisingly, the university’s inability to attract students.
It may be true that fewer people are willing to go
to university generally, and that Laurier is just one
of many universities suffering from low enrolment.
However, it is unlikely that this reason alone accounts
for the decrease in enrolment, as it isn’t hefty enough
to carry all the blame. Believing Laurier’s problem is
within the framework of a much bigger nationwide
problem may be comforting to a few, but it only serves
to distort reality and create a chimera that suggests
Laurier itself isn’t to blame in its demise.
It is impossible to forgive the lacklustre image Laurier has created for itself. It is perceived by many that
Laurier is nothing but a “party” school with a great
business faculty, and there have been no explicit efforts
by the university administration to change this image
— perhaps into a school with decent business, arts, science and music faculties.
The university desperately needs to invest some
more time and creativity into upgrading its academic
and intellectual persona, rather than blindly investing in efforts that appeal to the more trivial university
experiences.
Conceivably, if this manages to be done, there is no
doubt that prospective students — many of whom are
looking for substantial university degrees — will see
Laurier in a different way. They’ll see Laurier not only
as the university with the extraordinary parties, but as
one with infinite possibilities, where dreams manifest
beyond a university certificate into real-world success. Most importantly, they’ll see Laurier as an avenue
to attain the sort of intellectual experience that only a
handful of universities can replicate.
Nonetheless, there is still a long way to go, and at
this moment, the idea of an intellectually conscious
Laurier campus is only just that: an idea.

joshua awolade graphics editor

Stop complaining about
moving back home
Life is principally about patterns. We are born someday, and die on another. We wake up at some hour, and
return to sleep at another. We come to university in
some year, and graduate in another.
Within this rigid string of patterns lays our erratic daily struggles, be it physical, psychological or
emotional; and for many university students, thinking about life after university is a particularly sturdy
struggle.
For some, this struggle is about figuring out the most
substantial way to continue their education, or about
figuring out which is the best of two job offers, or quite
commonly, about figuring out which exotic countries
should quench their wanderlust and host their quest
towards self-discovery.
For others, this struggle is unromantic, simple and
agonizing. It is about deciding whether or not to move
back into their parent’s house in the absence of any
other exciting and financially viable options. It’s simple
because it fits into some sort of pattern: you leave your
parent’s house for university, and after university, you
return.
However, it’s agonizing because in all the years
you’ve been away at school you’ve grown comfortable
with the freedom that comes with the experience. You
go from being an awkward teenager into being a slightly less awkward young adult. And oftentimes, moving
back home is seen not only as a threat to your newfound independence, but as a giant step in the wrong
direction.
In spite of all that, it’s better to approach this struggle — and other struggles — optimistically and wholeheartedly, because having the opportunity to reconnect
with family is a privilege not many can boast of.
In fact, beyond just economical terms, it is a luxury
to have a home to move back to, where the only thing
freer than the accommodation is the food.
So while at first glance we may condemn those
who’ve had to move back home as unfortunate, on the
second and third glances we ought to realize that they
may in fact be the luckiest of all.

These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions
and then agreed upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial
board, including the Editor-in-Chief and Opinion Editor. The
arguments made may reference any facts that have been made
available through interviews, documents or other sources. The
views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s
volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Dani Saad, WLUSP President and Publisher
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5

FIFA’s injury policy concerning

shelby blackley
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

I sat contently on my couch watching
this year’s FIFA World Cup final between
Germany and Argentina. 19 minutes
in, Germany’s Christoph Kramer got
his bell legitimately rung when his jaw
smashed into Ezequiel Garay’s shoulder
and sent him to the ground.
Kramer was treated. He was cleared
to play. He had no recollection of where
he was, but he was cleared to play.
Just over 10 minutes later, Kramer
came off, helped by two trainers. He
looked almost drunk, stunned and had
absolutely no idea what was going on.
The trainers took him off and the game
continued on.
Everyone knows Germany won the
game — it was a beautiful goal that went
on to be the game winner, and Germany
became the first European team to win
on South American soil.
But while the celebrations were going
on, Kramer sat on the sidelines asking
when the game was going to start.
Concussions have been news porn for
the last few years, starting accusations
from leagues all around the world. The
NHL just recently put in a new protocol
for dealing with concussions, while the
NFL is dealing with multiple lawsuits
from concussed or injured players.
However, in a sport like soccer —
which is considered a contact sport —
that calls countless fouls trying to keep
players safe, how do concussions still go
under the radar with FIFA’s regulations?
FIFA’s protocol is harmful to players. Instead of finding some way to get
Kramer off the field and give him the attention he needs, Germany didn’t want
to use a substitution and risk needing it

FIFA may have a proper
protocol on how to deal
with concussions ... but
their ability to enforce it is
a farce.

later on in a very exhausting final.
Germany, and inadvertently Kramer,
had two choices — take an injured player
off using one of three substitutions, or
let him play with a potential head injury.
So Kramer was cleared to play and
continued on. He said in an interview
with The Guardian that he doesn’t remember anything from the first half.
He said, “The game, in my head, started
only in the second half.”
How do you let a player go through
that? Contact comes from playing sports
— it’s logic. But how does an organization such as FIFA fail to protect players by giving them the proper treatment
they need?
Kramer wasn’t even the only player
this tournament to deal with concussion-like symptoms. Uruguay’s Alvaro
Pereira took a knee to the head against
England, and despite advice from the

trainers, who told him not to return to
the match, he continued to play. Javier
Mascherano collided heads with Georginio Wijnaldum in the semifinal, and
fell to the ground. He insisted on playing, and returned to the field — despite
his health.
Soccer is an interesting sport because
it doesn’t allow for infinite substitutions. However, this limit ends up being
the limit of enforcing players to put their
health above glory.
FIFA may have a proper protocol on
how to deal with concussions — including a checklist that explicitly says they
should not be permitted to return if a
concussion is suspected — but their
ability to enforce it is a farce.
FIFA thrives on its ability to grow
champions, but in turn they’re killing
them by exposing them to continuous
head injuries.
The issue of concussions is universal to sport, but FIFA’s protocol and enforcement is by far the most questionable and corrupt. Players continue to
play with head injuries instead of being
put in dark, quiet rooms with the ability
to be properly evaluated.
A 30-second evaluation on the pitch
is not enough time to properly determine the level of a concussion these soccer players feel. If FIFA continues to turn
a blind eye, there will be more concussed
players than champions by the time the
2018 World Cup comes around.
The consensus between analysts,
therapists, players and fans alike seems
to be that FIFA does not have a strong
enough grip or serious enough attitude
to deal with incidents of this nature.
However, in order to avoid serious injury, FIFA needs to act soon.
Whether or not the players mentioned
were injured to a serious degree is irrelevant. The point is that unless FIFA starts
to reevaluate the way they approach
concussions, there will be more than just
a World Cup venue and a few millions in
expenses to take care of.
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An analysis of the rapid uprising of ISIS

dani saad
CORD ALUM

In what has been a dark decade for
Iraq, the last month has stood out as
especially disparaging.
The extremist Sunni group, Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, most
well known for its involvement in
Syria, has made significant territorial gains in Iraq.
In recent days it has announced
the formation of a new caliphate
spanning parts of Iraq and Syria.
Simultaneously, the group is
getting more powerful as moderate rebels in Syria are pledging allegiance to the group while Sunnis
from across the region are speaking
out against its supposed caliphate
and brutal form of Islamic law.
This contradiction speaks to the
nature of the conflict as those within
it are supporting the group, which
has demonstrated its ability to succeed, while those outside the immediate conflict are wary of the consequences of such support.
ISIS is making substantial gains,
a battle for Bagdad is imminent and
the central government, despite
opening the door for extremism
through its exclusion of Sunnis, refuses to create a new government.
However, this quagmire has presented an opportunity for the United States in Iraq, and in what has
proven to be a unique set of circumstances, the American government
actually has options.
Sectarian conflict has provided
the opportunity for unity through a
common enemy. Extremist groups
routinely take advantage of this
strategy and it is time that the strategy was used by the other side,
which is typically far less willing to
cooperate. The U.S. needs to improve relations with Tehran and
there has never been a better time
than now.
The U.S. and Iran share the same
disdain for Sunni extremism and
Iran is a viable option for supporting
the Iraqi government, in whatever
form it takes in the coming weeks.
Depending on your perspective,
it could be fortunate or unfortunate
that Iran is the best option right now
for a stable Iraq. The Iranians are
opportunistic and would favour a
situation that has them involved in
Iraq’s future while also warming to
the U.S.
Of course, a stronger TehranWashington relationship would aggravate the Saudis and the Israelis;
however, the good news is there is
plenty of work to go around. The
Saudis need to crack down on funding to ISIS and Sunni extremism
generally, and Israel, despite its perceived rhetoric, wants a stable Iraq
and especially a stable Syria.
If the U.S. can use its diplomatic
prowess to improve relations with
Iran while keeping Saudi Arabia,
Israel and Russia involved and empowered, there is hope for some collective action against ISIS. If the U.S.
stops playing nation-builder and
warmonger, it can embrace their
historically more effective roles in
power politics and negotiations.
As for the controversy over a
Kurdish state, the Kurds already

It’s time for the U.S. to
exercise its political
power and encourage
ego-less communication between the U.S.
- Iran - Saudi Arabia to
help prevent ISIS from
expanding further.
have an unofficial state. It would be
best for the U.S. and for Iraq if they
were granted official autonomy with
some preconditions.
Not only would this change little
on the ground as the Kurds already
have a state, which has been bolstered during the current instability, but it would also make forming
a representative government much
simpler.
If the government is to become
inclusive and Iraq Prime Minister Al-Maliki be replaced, it will be
easier to appease two groups (Shiite
and Sunni) than three. Yes, the other
groups might be inspired by Kurdish
autonomy and push for a three-state
solution along sectarian boundaries,
but the desire for a unified Iraq has
to prevail.
As long as the Kurds, with American pressure, can assure their autonomous region will not serve as a
launching pad for extremism, there
are more important priorities than
forcing the Kurds to buy into a central government.
This is the time for progressives,
moderates and intellectuals to be
vocal. In the aftermath of America’s
intervention, some foreign policy
advisors suggested that Iraq be split
up into autonomous states along
sectarian lines; although this may be
a quick fix, it is unsustainable. Three
states with unresolved disputes and
independent armies would eventually erupt into a civil war.
Moreover, splitting up Iraq’s resource profits will remain a contentious issue. The West has done
enough ‘border drawing’ in its colonial past and that imperial mindset will fail now just as it always
has. However, separating Iraq along
sectarian lines due to extremism
is also not the way to build a state
organically.
ISIS has recently obtained chemical weapons to add to their arsenal
of U.S.-supplied weapons left behind by the Iraqi military in their
defeats. There is a narrowing window to prevent this situation from
getting worse.
As Israel and Hamas renew their
intermittent conflict, the death toll
continues to rise in Gaza. Syria is
in the midst of a civil war and a humanitarian catastrophe that has
spilled over to neighbouring countries, and the international community has hardly responded.
It’s time for the U.S. to exercise its
political power and encourage egoless communication between the
U.S., Iran and Saudi Arabia to help
prevent ISIS from expanding further.
A stable and diverse Iraq is worth
more than the U.S. winning a battle
of political posturing over a non-existent Iranian plan to create weapons of mass destruction.
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A universal melting pot
cARA PETICCA
OPINION COLUMNIST

It’s great to be a Laurier Golden
Hawk, it’s great to be an Ontarian,
it’s great to be a Canadian and it’s
great to be a global citizen.
We define ourselves as members of these cliques. While we may
study at different institutions and
live in diverse regions within separate countries, we constitute a massive coalition: a global community
of seven billion people.
The familiar “I am Canadian”
phrase transforms into a loaded
idiom which reposes unobstructed
from borders, race, gender, religious
affiliation, culture, political devotion
and economic variations to become
“I am cosmopolitan.”
Perhaps the greatest fear with
cosmopolitanism is it renders nostalgia as moot; the tiny farmhouse in
the town where you were raised that
holds your dearest memories is as
much your home as a low-rise flat in
London or a shanty town in Peru.
Therefore, transcending borders

should be simple; a true citizen of
the globe maintains the ability to
subsist anywhere. Cosmopolitanism encourages a blend of previously learned values with new
principles.
Debatably, it is human to associate and attach to people and places,
to find comfort in familiarity. For
many of us, the world is brimming
with unforeseen prospects and relocating and beginning elsewhere is a
personal choice.
A vast majority of our seven billion neighbors, however, are subject
to expulsion and might be forced
to leave their comfort zones out of
necessity — this forced cosmopolitanism disrupts the global community immensely, as newcomers
struggle both outwardly to coexist
in a new environment and privately
with identity loss in combination
with a tremendous, almost romanticized and melancholic perception
of home.
What we know in Canada as multiculturalism promotes the opinion
that there is one culture broadening
to encompass multiple ethnicities.
What then is our culture?
Does being Canadian mean red
plaid jackets, freshly tapped maple
syrup, provincial parks, picturesque
scenery, beavertail snacks, our Aboriginal heritage and our distinct

phonetic pronunciations?
The melting pot facilitates an
undesirable perception; one of a
total deterioration with caustic
implications.
These obtuse, pessimistic undertones foster a desperate cling to xenophobia and extremist patriotism,
which undeniably poses a challenge
to cosmopolites.
How can the global citizen partake in Canadian culture without
threatening the pre-existing status
quo? Must they forfeit all learned
beliefs to live wholly within Canadian borders?
The idea that Canada showcases
its capacity to welcome travellers
from across the globe is vague and
deters from a cosmopolitan agenda.
A global citizen carries with them
pieces of the world — fragments of
everything they have come to know.
Expecting people to squeeze neatly into one culture and truly experience what it means to exist within
a subset of the global population is
incredibly difficult, if not completely
idealistic.
As students, can we associate
with one culture thoroughly while
simultaneously considering ourselves cosmopolitans? Dare I ask
you what it means to be Canadian
and what it means to be a global
citizen?

The allure of the World Cup
MoyosORE aREWA
OPINION EDITOR

The 2014 World Cup is finally over.
In retrospect, many would wish they
had not invested as much emotionally as they did.
The very nature of the tournament makes it a cruel mistress that
leaves all but a select few disillusioned and dejected.
In the beginning, participating
countries and their supporters come
into the tournament hoping for the
sort of miracle that can lift a nation’s
spirits, and perhaps cure — albeit in
the short term — the melancholia of
everyday life.
They become obsessed and distracted, unable to replicate in life the
same spirit and enthusiasm drawn
upon to watch football matches.
More importantly, they turn a
blind eye to the fact that the World
Cup is rigid, merciless and designed
in a way that ensures that for every
winner there are two or more losers,

making it an unbalanced dichotomy.
Ivory Coast was about 30 seconds
away from qualifying into the round
of 16 when, devastatingly, a penalty that shouldn’t have been was
awarded to their opponent, Greece.
The former champion Spain, along
with the host Brazil, were stunned
5-1 and 7-1, respectively, shocking the world and dismaying their
supporters.
After holding Argentina to a tie
until the very last minute, Iran, a
team filled with mediocre footballers, conceded a goal courtesy of
Lionel Messi.
Mexico, up by a goal in the
80th minute against a considerably stronger Dutch side, conceded two in the span of five minutes
— enough to end their World Cup
dreams.
These are only a few of the mentally shattering, heartbreaking stories from the World Cup.
Yet in four years’ time, millions of
people will once again invest in the
World Cup, risking the inevitable
heartbreak and temporary psychological meltdown.
With that said, it is natural to
wonder why football mesmerizes so
many people.
It could be that it is in human

nature to be drawn to sensational
events such as the World Cup.
It could also be that the World
Cup for many is more than just 32
teams vying for a prestigious trophy.
In countries like Brazil, Argentina
and Columbia, where football has
remained ripe and indispensable,
the World Cup serves not only as a
metaphorical escape, but also a literal one.
It manufactures an illusion of
hope and triumph, which for many
is enough to make life richer than it
would have been in the absence of
such an illusion.
Its capriciousness is what makes
it so infuriating, but it’s also what
makes it entertaining.
Unlike many other sporting
events, the World Cup is able to truly
unite the world, be it in the face of
victory or disappointment.
At the time of the game, regardless of differences in time zones,
culture and religion, we all become
uncharacteristically empathetic and
able to identify with both the losers
and the victors.
This, more than anything else, is
the allure of the World Cup. And the
football culture, regardless of its obvious pitfalls, will continue to grow
in the decades to come.
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Former
Hawk
dresses
in CFL

“Right now I’m okay
with number nine, but I
know I have the potential to be higher.”

JOSH PETERS
SPORTS EDITOR

On July 3, Alex Anthony found a
travel bag sitting in his team locker.
This is a treatment reserved for the
top six receivers on the Saskatchewan Roughriders roster, and signified that he would be travelling with
the team to Toronto for a regular
season game. It was a tangible next
step in his ascent through professional football.
An injury to receiver Chris Getzlaf opened the door for the former
Wilfrid Laurier University football player, and though he did not
have a large role in the game over
the weekend, he reached his goal of
breaking through the practice roster
and onto the team.
“It was a really awesome experience. I travelled with the team last
year during the pre-season when
we went to Edmonton, but to actually be on the 44-man roster and to
be travelling with the guys playing
in the regular season was amazing,”
Anthony said.
Anthony came to Laurier as a
wide receiver, travelling 4,000 kilometres from Victoria, B.C. to play for
the Golden Hawks.
Throughout his four years at Laurier he racked up over 800 total receiving yards. It was enough for the
Roughriders to take notice, as they
selected him with the third pick in
the fifth round of the 2013 CFL draft.
Over the past year, Anthony said
he has cherished the opportunity to
play in Saskatchewan.
“I was definitely excited to be
drafted to the Roughriders because
they are Canada’s top CFL team. It’s
a very special place to play, which
makes it very exciting on game
days,” he said.
Living in Saskatchewan was an
adjustment for Anthony, but he said
it was not a very hard one.
“I absolutely love the province.
The people of Saskatchewan are
very welcoming and a very supportive community. Everyone lives and
dies for the Roughriders out here,”
he said.
During the 2013 season, Anthony
remained on the practice roster, and
continued to improve. He believes it
is due to the attention to detail provided in professional football.
“Coming to meetings every single day and breaking the game film
down to the most minute things has
helped. Knowing your opponent as
well as your own team really helps
you to master your craft. It allows
you to not have to think too much
because everything is just second
nature,” he said.
According to Anthony, his four
years playing under former Laurier head coach Gary Jeffries helped
push him to where he is today.
“It taught me to not only be accountable for myself, but everyone
around me,” he said. “However, the
most important lesson that Coach
Jeff taught me that I live by every
day was that, no matter what you
are doing, hard work will always
prevail.”
As Anthony enjoys his success at
the professional level, he had some
words of wisdom for those that wish
to follow in his footsteps.
“No one is going to be as big of a
critic on your game as you are. Never be satisfied with where you are at
right now, because there is always
room for improvement. Always stay
motivated and have the end goal in
mind.”

—Chris Ackie, defensive back on
Laurier’s football team
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Ackie recognized nationally
CFL analyst ranks the defensive back ninth in a list of top prospects for 2015 CFL draft
JOSH PETERS
SPORTS EDITOR

Training camp hasn’t even begun,
but the Wilfrid Laurier University
men’s football team is receiving national attention.
On July 8, CFL analyst Justin
Dunk posted his list of the top 10
prospects so far for the 2015 CFL
draft.
Laurier defensive back Chris Ackie helped round out the list, coming
in at number nine.
According to Laurier head coach
Michael Faulds, this is particularly
exceptional given the team’s record
last season.
“I think it is really going to help us
get more on the map,” he said.
Ackie was recognized as a

second-team Ontario University
Athletics all-star in 2013 and was
chosen to play in the East West Bowl
in May, which is reserved for top talent from across Canada. Ackie believes that is where he began gaining
attention, and he was grateful to see
his name on the list of players.
“I was honoured just to see it. Being at East West, there was a lot of
great athletes there and I tried to
put out my best performance, and
I guess the scouts liked what they
saw,” he said.
According to Faulds, the CFL has
many reasons to be interested in
Ackie.
“He’s got the size to play linebacker and the speed to play defensive
back and I think that is a really rare
combination,” he said. “The thing

about the CFL is it is such a passing
league, so to have a linebacker with
such coverage skills as a defensive
back is special.”
Ackie said he is proud of his
achievement, but is confident he has
not reached his ceiling.
“I’ll be working hard. I will stay on
the list, and I’ll be getting higher on
the list. Right now I’m okay with being number nine, but I know I have
the potential to be higher,” he said.
Faulds explained that Ackie’s attitude and approach make him an
ideal athlete.
“I take attendance at all of the
offseason workouts and all of the
practices, and no one is there more
than Chris,” he said. “He’s physically ready, he’s mentally mature
and he does well academically. He’s

everything you look for in a student
athlete.”
With all of the success Ackie has
had so far, he is looking to step into
a leadership role this season. While
he is often described as a quiet personality off the field, he admitted he
has no trouble leading by example
on the field.
“I’m not one of the loud guys at
practice, but I’ll be one of those oneon-one leaders. When I’m on the
field I’m like a different person. I’m
probably one of the loudest guys on
the field,” he said.
Making this list ensures one
thing; all eyes will be on Ackie this
coming September.
“He’s not going to go under the
radar anymore, he’s going to be fully
out there,” Faulds said.

Learning to lead from the sidelines
Football captain Tanner Philp reflects on making the best of a season-ending injury
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

After an injury at the beginning of
the 2013 season, Tanner Philp had to
lead the Wilfrid Laurier University
football team from the sidelines.
During practice before the first
game of the season, the second-year
team captain tore his ACL while
jumping up for a ball.
At first he didn’t think he was injured, but after the x-ray came back
he was told that he would be unable
to play for the entire season.
The newly appointed captain —
voted by his teammates — had to
figure out how to be a leader from
off the field.
It was then that he received the
best advice someone could ever give
him.
“I remember coach [Anthony]
Cannon, the d-line coach, pulled
me aside and said, ‘a lot of people
are going to look to see how you approach this situation, you can go one
of two ways with it. You can crawl
into a hole and say “poor me” or you
can lead by example and attack this
thing full force,’ ” Philp explained.
He chose the latter option and
allowed his injury to fuel his motivation to come back as quick as he
could.
“I wanted to put my stamp on it,
to get back faster than a lot of other people,” Philp said. “That was
something that was a big goal of
mine.”
He accomplished this in six
months and was able to return by

spring camp following the season.
Philp said he was thankful for
the support system he is surrounded with at Laurier, including athletic therapist Teresa Hussey and
his roommates, teammates and
coaches.
Philp did not remain idle while
he was sidelined for the season. Instead, he said spent time learning
the strategic aspect of the game and
became a smarter player.
“I joked around that I was leading
the team in ‘mental reps,’ because
even though I wasn’t on the field for
anything I was still trying to learn
tremendously,” Philp said. “I was
still in all the film sessions and I was
trying to contribute everywhere I
could.”
Football remained close to Philp’s
heart, as he continued to stay involved as a member of the Laurier
Lettermen. He said his favourite
event was the kids’ day and hospital
visit, which he helped organize.
“We were able to bring in over
300 kids and we had 30 volunteers,” he said. “It was a really cool
experience.”
Coming into next year, Philp said
he plans to be extremely involved at
Laurier. Along with becoming the
vice president of Laurier Lettermen,
Philp will be a teaching assistant for
the business program, will continue
his roles with learning services and
work with Residence Life as a mentor to a new varsity cluster being put
together.
And of course, he is expecting to
rejoin his teammates on the field for
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